Great Planes Trading Company Presents
HOTTER 'N HELL JULY ANTIQUE TOOL AUCTION
July 11, 2015
Harvester Lions Club
4835 Central School Rd.
St. Charles (St. Louis), MO 63304
(Preview Friday 2-6 PM, Saturday 7 to 9:30 AM)
001._____Continental wooden screw-arm plow plane, very good.
002._____Pair of wooden planes: Ohio Tool Co. 6 1/2-inch smoother with brass throat patch, good; and an Ohio
Tool Co. 8-inch smoother that has been radiused from side to side, and has blade to match the radius,
good.
003._____Unhandled plow with three shallow holes drilled thru maker's mark, screw operated depth stop, one of
the big nuts is cracked and one bracket is cracked, good overall.
004._____Ohio Tool Co. No. 133 screw-arm sash plane with double dovetail boxing, one of the small nuts has a
chip, otherwise very good.
005._____Collins Utica Yankee-style plow with wooden depth stop, arms are very short and one of the brackets
has been broken and repaired, good overall.
006._____Two folding rules: Lufkin zig zag Extension Rule with brass slide and advertising BECKLEY &
MYERS 3-6454, very good; and a brand new PRESTON No. 5111 36-inch 4-fold blindman's rule has
never been opened and has the Preston label and clear tape holding it closed.
007._____SARGENT No. 2204 mini 4-inch pressed steel block plane, complete and very good.
008._____Pair of boxwood architect's rules: No. 3276 that has one broken and glued leg, outside shows moderate
to heavy wear, good overall; and a STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO. No. 53 1/2 with light to moderate
wear on outside, inside very good.
009._____Pair of Stanley? brass trammel points with intact rub blocks, nicely made replacement steel points, very
good overall.
010._____BRITISH ROPES LTD J. RABONE & CO. boxwood and brass rope caliper, complete and very good.
011._____Nice ram's horn wooden cabinet scraper with brass blade holder, very good overall.
012._____Two wooden rules: a 36-inch zig zag with a faint IN WEIN (Vienna) maker's mark, good overall; and a
3.75-inch THEO. ALTENEDER & SONS PHILADELPHIA triangular draftsman's scale or rule.
013._____Small brass framed jeweler's saw with nice wooden handle and brass ferrule, very good overall.
014._____Stanley? No. 65 1-foot, 4-fold brass-bound rule, intact indexing pins, fine overall.
015._____DAVIS LEVEL & TOOL CO. 12-inch cast iron double plumb & level, all three vials intact, nice
japanning, very good overall.
016._____Small Stanley No. 36, 6-inch 2-fold boxwood caliper rule, numbers faint, good overall.
017._____CHESTERMAN No. 501 2-foot 2-fold brass rule, complete and fine.

018._____LUFKIN ?ROYAL? Steel Tape Measure No. H433 in original pasteboard box with good label. A fine
tape in a very good box.
019._____Pair of boxwood 3-inch caliper rules: Stanley No. 136, complete and fine; and an identical Lufkin No.
014, complete and fine.
020._____Unusual OHIO TOOL CO. No. 0102 iron block plane with traces of original maroon japanning, nice
original blade, very good overall.
021._____THE EXECUTIVE POCKET PAL 8-inch 2-fold caliper rule with protractor joint, fine; and a 6-inch
GENUINE BOXWOOD rule with steel edges, fine.
022._____Pair of O.W. Bullock & Co. drawknife chamfer guides on original graduated beam, fine overall.
023._____Sargent? No. 105 tail handled iron block plane, complete and fine.
024._____Lot of long twist drills and pieces of drill rod.
025._____Scarce LUFKIN RULE CO. 30-inch steel log cruiser with wooden handle and bras tip, very good
overall.
026._____Starrett 24-inch No. 4 Grad. steel scale with groove in one side for attaching center, square or
protractor heads, very good; and a 12-inch wooden rule adverting BART's DRUG STORES, very good.
027._____LUFKIN RULE CO. No. 1069 36-inch brass scale that would have been screwed to the counter in a
store, marked N.Y.C. & PENNA. APPROVED TYPE SERIAL NO. E2, very good; and a Disston &
Sons 18-inch plumb & level with intact vials, very good overall.
028._____Stanley #100 1/2 round bottom plane with tail handle, used by model and instrument makers and
others, this one has most of its original japanning, former owner Al R. has put his name in both sides
with an electric pen, fine overall.
029._____Wooden clapboard siding marker, adjustable wedge-locking beam, good overall.
030._____Scarce Mark's Patent (U.S. #864,101) Ohio Tool Co. #05 iron jack plane, has the round OHIO
TOOL-globe logo on the blade, scuffed but intact tote and knob, very good overall, the patent
applies to the frog adjuster screw which is very unusual on an Ohio Tool iron bench plane, this
one is very good overall.
031._____Stanley #100 mini iron block plane with tail handle, fine japanning and full length BB-logo blade, fine
overall.
032._____Stanley #93 butt and rabbet gauge, fine nickel plating V-logo in screw head, complete and fine.
033._____Pair of wooden spoke shave-type scrapers, each has a bone wear-strip on the bottom, and each has a
small hang hole in end of handle, very good overall.
034._____Scarce Stanley #34 4-inch machinist-type shaft level with eclipse-type vial cover, nickel plating 95
percent plus, intact vial, fine overall.
035._____Stanley #75 bullnose rabbet plane, has early football-shaped Rule & Level Co. logo on blade, very
good overall.
036._____RARE Ohio Tool Co. No. 015 1/2 tail-handled iron block plane with Marks Patent (U.S.
#680,055) lateral adjuster, complete and very good overall.

037._____Stanley #38 oil burner level with fine orange japanning, intact vial, very good overall.
038._____Stanley #259 torpedo level, both vials intact, very good overall; plus a wooden spoke shave with a
blade marked T. TILLOTSON CAST STEEL, very good.
039._____Early OHIO TOOL CO. No. 4 1/2C wide body iron smooth plane, nice rosewood knob, rosewood tote
broken and glued in center, very good THISTLE BRAND iron, 90 percent plus maroon japanning in
bed, complete and fine.
040._____Stanley No. 92 rosewood and brass butt and mortise gauge, complete and fine.
041._____Early 6-inch Stanley #9 1/2 iron block plane with Excelsior-style body, has L. BAILEY name and two
patent dates at top of fine blade, very good overall.
042._____Stanley #8C 24-inch iron jointer plane, very good T-logo blade, good rosewood tote and low knob, two
patent dates behind frog, will make a very good user.
043._____OHIO TOOL CO. No. 07C iron jointer plane, scuffed but intact tote and knob, very good globe-logo
blade, very good overall.
044._____Unknown make 22-inch wooden jointer plane, has A. DELLINGER and C.P. FAUX owner makers on
toe, good closed tote, MOTTRAM single iron, very good overall.
045._____Pump drill with round wooden flywheel, leather rope, very good overall.
046._____Small patternmaker-type wooden spoke shave with short handles, brass wear strip on bottom, very
good overall.
047._____Pair of Stanley #95 butt gauges, the top one is a later model and the bottom is an early type, both are
very good.
048._____Ohio Tool Co. No. 0103 iron block plane, good globe-logo blade, very good overall.
049._____Stanley #85 (unmarked) rosewood panel gauge, has AUG. 9, 1872 patent date stamped into beam, fine
overall.
050._____Unusual SOUTHINGTON HDWE. CO. No. 101 take-down rafter square, Patented 1912, complete and
very good.
051._____Pair of slitting gauges, one has a roller under the handle; the head on one has been broken and repaired;
the other has a repaired handle with a screw coming up from the bottom.
052._____Pair of early framing squares: S. HAWES PATENT (Dec. 15, 1819) also marked S.A. WHIPPLE, with
one 24-inch leg and one 14-inch leg, numbers appear to be hand stamped, very good overall, one of if
not the earliest patented tools we have offered for sale; and a blacksmith made framing square with
hand stamped numbers, one leg 24-inch and on 12-inch, some pitting on short leg, very good overall.
053._____Four butt gages: three Stanley #95 and one Craftsman No. 3940, all complete and very good.
054._____Shingle froe and fore club, both very good.
055._____OHIO TOOL CO. No. 0113 compass plane (same as a Stanley #113) complete with intact rear handle,
very good THISTLE BRAND blade, good nickel on front adjuster screw, very good overall.
056._____CUT NAILS 1850-1970 framed display made by the late Bill Baader, some water spots on the white
background, very good overall.

057._____Pair of wooden planes: 10-inch horn plane with sole radiused from side to side, WUSTER & CO blade
has light rust, very good overall; and an OHIO TOOL CO. compass plane with rosewood throat patch,
very good overall.
058._____Nice 18-inch wooden slaw cutter, very good overall.
059._____Gage Tool Co. Vineland NJ No. 2 transitional smooth plane, complete and fine.
060._____Ohio Tool Co. No. 035 transitional smooth plane, nice Thistle Brand blade, very good tote and knob,
very good overall.
061._____Pair of wooden bench planes: SCIOTO WORKS No. 3 8-inch smooth plane with owner-added closed
handle; and an OHIO TOOL CO. No. 280 8-inch smooth plane with nice THISTLE BRAND iron, good
front knob, both ears chipped, very good overall.
062._____Large one-handed 2-inch closed scorp, very good overall.
063._____Two wooden molding planes: OHIO TOOL CO. No. 43 2-inch round that has been opened up on the
right side, very good overall; and a OHIO TOOL CO. 3/4-inch boxed side bead, has plane-shaped logo
on toe, fine overall.
064._____Scarce OHIO TOOL CO. No. 025 low-transitional bench plane (knockoff of a Stanley #25
complete with THISTLE BRAND iron, not marked on the toe, very good overall.
065._____Canvas roll containing 30 assorted square-shanked wood augers and twist drill bits.
066._____Scarce OHIO TOOL CO. No. 036 wide body transitional smooth plane with maroon or brown
japanning, light pitting on blade and chip breaker, tote has crack at base on one side, very good
overall.
067._____Small wooden bench vise with good screw, very good overall.
068._____Lot of seven assorted sharpening stones.
069._____Disston dovetail saws in wooden box with sliding lid.
070._____Pair of zig zag rules: SKOKIE No. FR-62 DELUX, complete and fine; and a LUFKIN RED END, very
good.
071._____Lot of assorted machinist tools: Two surface gages, one by Starrett; a STANDARD TOOL CO.
ATHOL try square; center head; small indicator; dial indicator, small brass protractor; and a small
parallel clamp.
072._____Stanley #18 sliding bevel; and a Stanley #90 single beam marking gage, very good.
073._____Unknown make ratchet brace with 12 Forstner bits; nine with square shanks and three smaller ones that
have had their tangs cut off for use in a drill press.
074._____Six calking chisels, used by caulkers to fill the seams of wooden hulled boats, ships and barges with
pitch covered oakum. Would have been used with a mallet like that in lot #87.
075._____Four assorted socket chisels
076._____Nicely made hand adz, complete and very good.
077._____Three flat bladed screwdrivers with wooden handles.

078._____Three scarce OHIO TOOL CO. corner chisels, all very good.
079._____Pair of saw swages: Disston CONQUEROR; and J.W. MIXTER Patent (U.S. No. 406,227) issued July
2, 1889. Both in good or better overall condition.
080._____Hand adz with wooden handle, very good overall.
081._____Farrier's buttress, appears to be blacksmith made, very good overall.
082._____Lot of 11 square shanked wood auger bits.
083._____Lot: two wood floats, one that looks like the type a plane maker would use; and a screwdriver with
twisted shaft, very good.
084._____Stanley #29 transitional jointer plane, the top of the handle has been reshaped, and there is rust on the
blade and lever cap, can be restored to usable condition.
085._____Wooden cooper's howell plane, complete and very good.
086._____D.R. BARTON chamfer knife, also known as a beer keg chamfer knife, complete and fine.
087._____Wooden cooper's croze plane, complete and very good.
088._____Nice wooden calking mallet used to drive reefing and calking irons irons that were used to clean out
and reseal seams on wooden vessels, this one is complete and very good.
089._____Unusual Stanley #12W Whimble-style brace, complete and very good.
090._____Scarce blacksmith-made curved froe with early wooden handle, very good.
091._____Pair of GENERAL 177-1 THREAD REPAIR FILES, one in original packaging, the other in partial
packaging, both fine.
092._____Unusual draftsman’s-type brass triangle, very good overall.
093._____Wooden coachmaker’s router, has hang holes in both handles, very good overall.
094._____Brass coachmaker’s router, complete and fine.
095._____Craftsman Bench & Radial Saw MOLDING HEAD in original box with instruction booklet; and a box
of 11 NOS IRWIN 2-inch 400-P Series flat bladed screwdrivers with pocket clips in original box, very
good.
096._____Large brass caliper, complete and very good.
097._____Round yellow glass disc with the MWTCA logo and the year 1980 cast into it, likely a giveaway from
one of the semiannual meets in 1980, very good.
098._____Brass hacksaw frame that was likely cast from a wooden handled model, very interesting.
099._____Six wooden molding planes from England and the U.K.: MOSELEY 1/2-inch tongue; MARPLES 1/8inch side bead with boxwood boxing; MATHIESON 1/8-inch side bead with boxwood boxing;
GLEAVE No. 8 round (hollow to the U.S.A. blokes); GLEAVE #4 hollow (round to the U.S.A.
market); and unknown make skewed rabbet.
100._____RARE J.BURKE MADISON IA (Indiana) measures 14 1/2 x 4 1/2 inches with 3 5/8-inch blade,
handle has a few chips near bottom, otherwise fine.

101._____Lot of four assorted wooden molding planes: 5/8-inch tongue plane modified and currently sporting a
rabbet plane blade; CASEY & CO. 1/8-inch boxed side bead; A. HOWLAND & CO. 3/8-inch boxed
side bead; and unknown make 3/16-inch side bead.
102._____Disston 26-inch THE GREAT AMERICAN SPECIAL hand saw with 8ppi blade, good etch, good
overall.
103._____Lot of five molding planes
104._____Disston 26-inch 10ppi hand saw, handle has a screw from the top horn down and from the bottom horn
up to secure cracks, good etch, good overall.
105._____Early wooden horn plane full of bug holes and decorated with starbursts on both sides, interesting.
106._____Scarce HENRY DISSTON die stamped 28-inch 4 1/2ppi blade hand saw with split nuts securing
handle, nice sunken H.DISSTON medallion, light rust, will clean to very good.
107._____“UNIVERSAL HOSE TOOL, PAT’D JAN. 12-1915, HOSE BANDS CO. LTD CHICAGO, brass tool
used to secure hoses to fittings, very good.
108._____Stanley #40 1/2 wide body scrub plane, complete with partial decal on handle, fine overall.
109._____Pair of unusual patented saw sets: on the left is a Charles Croissant & Bro. Patent (U.S. Aug. 5, 1884,
Nos. 129,892 & 303,127) that has some mild pitting; on the right is a LEACH patent (U.S. Jan. 19,
1869, No. 85,941) that is complete and very good.
110._____Stanley HANDYMAN H104 smooth plane MADE IN USA, name and model number on side of tote,
complete and fine.
111._____Pair of unusual patented saw sets: on left is an unknown make marked PAT. PEND. on one handle,
very good; and a Fager Patent (U.S. March 3, 1891, No. 447,722) made by Kohler & Co. has light
pitting, good overall.
112._____Stanley VICTOR iron smooth plane, complete and fine.
113._____Nice adjustable brass bitstock washer cutter, one of the nicest we have seen.
114._____Unusual FIRESTONE (Sargent) iron black plane with adjustable throat, complete and fine.
115._____Two Stanley clapboard tools: #88 marker; and #89 gauge, both complete and very good.
116._____Two Stanley block planes: on the left is one made in England, it is complete and fine; the other is a
Handyman with blade adjusting lever, and original decal on lever cap, fine overall.
117._____S.H. Co. chain drill missing the chain; and an adjustable ANGLE DIVISOR made of aluminum, fine
overall.
118._____Pair of rosewood handled putty knives: one marked GOODELL ANTRIM NH; and the other
??RANT?? CUTLERY CO; both very good.
119._____Lot: Bearing scrapers; slag hammer; and a small pair of shears.
120._____Pair of fencing pliers: Diamond Edge; and S&H CO. No. 1, both very good.
121._____Veritas corner rounder, fine; and a double bladed spoke shave.

122._____A.H. Reid Patent screwdriver with one flat bit, very good; and Stanley #180 18-inch bit extender,
complete and fine.
123._____Lot: Handyman 133H Yankee-style screwdriver with one flat blade, fine overall; Millers Falls No. 29
Yankee-style screwdriver with one flat blade, very good; MERIT push drill with at least 3 original bits
inside handle; and a STANDARD flat-blade screwdriver, very good.
124._____Three pair of nippers: 6-inch HELLER BROS, very good; 6-inch V&B, good; and unknown-make 4
1/2-inch pair of end cutters, blade chipped at cutting edge.
125._____Unknown-make iron rabbet plane; marked PAT. APL’D FOR on one side, missing one of the
extendable feet; and missing the blade, a scarce plane in any condition.
126._____Lot: combination bottle opener and knife sharpener; another knife sharpener; and two wooden handled
glass cutters.
127._____Scarce Keen Kutter (Stanley) K78 rabbet and fillister plane with proper fence and fence rod, missing
the depth stop, currently has a Millers Falls blade in place of the original, fine overall.
128._____Pair of unusual dividers; on the larger one the straight leg is 18 inches long; and on the smaller one, the
straight leg is 6-inches long.
129._____Pair of iron spoke shaves: the one on top has BAILEY’S PATENT AUGUST 1858 cast into underside
of handles, a good RULE & LEVEL CO. blade, very good overall; the one on the bottom has
decorative frame, spring-loaded throat adjuster, good overall.
130._____Unusual all-steel wheelwright’s bruzz, a type of corner chisel, complete and fine.
131._____Unusual coachmakers’ router with round frame, complete and fine.
132._____Pair of iron spoke shaves: on top a Stanley No. 151, complete and fine; and on bottom a Stanley No. 53
with Rule & Level Co. blade, some rust, will clean to very good.
133._____Small drawknife with 4-inch blade, nice wooden handles and brass ferrules, very good overall.
134._____Early pair of iron dividers.
135._____Scarce Stanley #57 iron spoke shave, nice Rule & Level-logo blade, very good overall.
136._____Different drawknife with 6-inch blade and having round wooden handles, very good overall.
137._____Early pair of blacksmith-made dividers with nice ram’s-horn nut, very good; plus an early pair of
outside calipers.
138._____Stanley #66 hand beading scratch stock with five original blades plus two blanks for making custom
profiles, comes with both the curved and straight fences, very good overall.
139._____Lot of eight old files and rasps that have been converted into exotic turning tools.
140._____A.G. Bachelder iron spoke shave with both straight and curved blades, very good overall.
141._____Nicely made two-handle scorp, very good overall.
142._____Homemade pair of outside calipers; and a smaller drawknife with wooden handles and brass ferrules.
143._____Large skew bladed turning tool, very good overall.

144._____Small ice chipper that works like a slide hammer, marked CHAMPION on side of the sliding weight,
fine overall.
145._____Nice pair of blacksmith-made dividers, complete and fine.
146._____Early outside caliper, nice form, very good overall.
147._____Two tool books: British Planemakers from 1700 by W.L. Goodman 3rd Edition Revised by Jane and
Mark Rees, hardbound with intact jacket, complete and very good; and The History of Woodworking
Tools by W.L. Goodman, hardbound, with tatty jacket, book is very good.
148._____SCHROETER's No. 1 bench top electric scroll saw with nice WESTINGHOUSE Style 117310
Serial 712365 Alternating Current 1/8-HP motor Patented 1893, early porcelain toggle switch,
very good overall. The top is a banjo type that looks like a Barnes-made product, but the
Schroeter name is cast into the cast iron base. All mounted on a piece of wood that clamped to a
bench or table top. The first we have seen or sold.
149._____Large wooden miter plane and board that shoots 45 degree miter cuts, nicely made, and very
good overall.
150._____SCHROETER HARDWARE CO. ST. LOUIS No. 15 scroll saw with drill attachment that can be
hand cranked or run off of and early Emerson electric motor, all mounted to a piece of wood that
can be clamped to a bench or table top during use, very good overall. Looks like a Barnes-made
item but has the Schroeter Name and model number cast into the cast iron frame.
151._____Three wooden framed saws including a newer rosewood turning saw; beech turning saws a small fret
saw, all are complete and usable. The beech saw has carving at the tops of the handle and the strainer.
152._____Early English? breast drill with removable crank, and removable breast plate, very good overall.
153._____Fine ATKINSON, HASERICK & CO. AGENTS FOR U.S.A. BOSTON MASS oiler with pump, very
good.
154._____Wooden screw box and tap approximately 3/4-inch, some light rust on the tap, will clean to very good.
155._____Lot of tool art and catalogs: a 2-sided poster of the treadle and pedal powered tools made by the W.F.
& John Barnes Co. and several photocopies of the saw side of this poster; a MWTCA reprint of the
Israel White 3-arm plow; a reprinted Price List No. 88 of the John Wilkinson Co. of Chicago, ILL; a
reprinted John Rabone & Sons catalog reprinted by Ken Roberts; and a James Howarth & Sons Fourth
Illustrated Edition catalog reprinted by Roy Arnold, fine.
156._____Large lot of tool paper and catalogs.
157._____Wooden miter jack, complete and very good.
158._____Lot of three T-augers, the twisted one has a few forge welds at the top; the other two appear to be for
making wooden shoes.
159._____Lot of 16 Stanley 8 1/2 X 11-inch high gloss tool posters, all reprinted by Roger K. Smith and all
suitable for decorating.
160._____Lot of Stanley Tool Catalogs etc.; a poster of the old Stanley Rule & Level Co. factory. Included are
catalogs No. 120 hardbound (the posters in the previous lot were proofs form this book); catalog 129;
catalog 139; Stanley Tool Industrial Catalog; Loyalty 25 Stanley SW First Annual Banquet, held May

22, 1926 at the Hotel Burritt, New Britain Connecticut, a dinner held for those serving the company for
25 years, reprinted by Roger Smith in 1991 in the days leading to his publication of PTAMPIA.
161._____Lot of Stanley Tool catalogs, pamphlets and other related publications, most are reprints.
162._____Lot of 12 assorted Stanley Tool Catalog reprints including #34; 1887; 1879; 1884; 1867; 1870; 1859;
1892; 1893; Catalog No. 102; etc. All in fine original condition.
163._____Lot of 15 assorted tool catalog reprints including OHIO TOOL CO.; ARROWMAMMETT WORKS;
CHAPIN-STEPHENS; AUBURN TOOL CO.; Otto Bergmann; LUFKIN; HERMON CHAPIN;
FRAY's; Eagle Squares; Millers Falls; Simonds Saw Co. etc.
164._____Lot of 21 assorted tool catalog reprints including H.CHAPIN's SON 1890; H.D. SMITH CO.;
HAMMACHER SCHLEMMER & CO.; STANDARD TOOL CO; BROWN & SHARPE; Sargent Tool
Book; Chas-A-Strelinger & Co.; D.R. BARTON; HENRY CHENEY; THE COLLINS CO.; RAYL's;
etc.
165._____Scarce LUFKIN RULE CO. 36-inch wooden lumber cruiser with brass end, Lufkin name
stamped into the brass, very good overall.
166._____Scarce OHIO TOOL CO. No. 0112 iron scraper plane (similar to Stanley #112) good tote and
knob, unmarked blade, entire plane has light coat of clear lacquer or something similar, very
good.
167._____Unusual 1/2-inch wooden match plane, stock is just 8 1/2 inches long, marked 4/8 on one end, very
good overall.
168._____Unusual Marks Patent OHIO TOOL CO. No. 015 iron block plane with a lever in the back that both
moves the blade in or out, but also operates as a lateral lever, includes the often missing throat operating
lever, fine overall.
169._____Pair of marking gages: on top is a Stanley double beam with brass wear plate, some staining, very good
usable condition; and a DISSTON & MORSS single beam, complete and very good.
170._____Early Stanley #120 iron block plane with 6-point star in lever cap, early Rule & Level Co. logo on
blade with patent date, very good overall.
171._____Two wooden molding planes: H. CHAPIN UNION FACTORY No. 15 round, typical nicks and dings,
very good overall; and a T.J. M?MASTER & CO. 5/8-inch complex molder, very good.
172._____BAILEY TOOL CO. DEFIANCE E block plane with lever in the back that adjusts the blade in and out,
nice battle axe logo on blade, back of lever cap marked LEVER E, has a few small chips in rear of
throat, the lever caps on these are nearly always broken, this one is intact, very good.
173._____Wooden handled scraper like those used by bakers to scrape dough from a countertop, 9-inch blade,
discolored on one side and looks like it may have gotten too close to the stove, very good overall.
174._____Unknown make scrub or patternmaker's plane with steel bed, very good tote and knob, sole slightly
radiused as is the blade, has two small holes in left side, very good overall.
175._____Nice ISRAEL WHITE double boxed complex profile molding plane with rosewood boxing, fine mark
on toe, fine overall.

176._____Pair of gages: Unknown make mahogany and brass marking and mortise gage, complete and fine; and
rosewood marking and mortise gauge with well-worn points, marked with former owner J.B. BELL's
name, very good overall.
177._____CASEY & CO. AUBURN NY No. 86 1/2-inch match plane with hang hole in end of stock, very good
overall.
178._____Rosewood handled try square with 12-inch blade, brass plate on inside edge of handle, very faint
pitting on blade, very good overall.
179._____OHIO TOOL CO. (unmarked) No. 61 molding plane, marked 7/8 and 2 on the heel, one of the widest
molding planes we have seen, fine overall.
180._____Unusual rosewood & brass try square with built-in level, 12-inch blade, very good overall.
181._____J. CREAGH CinT Ohio complex profile molding plane marked 3/8 on heel, very good overall.
182._____Pair of squares: HENRY DISSTON & SONS rosewood handled try square with 7 1/2-inch blade, fine
overall; and a Stanley 7 1/2-inch try and miter square with fine nickel plating and good SW logo mark
on end of blade.
183._____Homemade 10-inch gutter plane, stock made of two pieces screwed together, very well made and very
good overall.
184._____Unusual STAR TOOL CO. patented (U.S. No. 76,884) marking gage with cam locking head, made on
a patent issued April 21, 1868 to Wessel Brodhead of Meadville, PA, this one is very good overall.
185._____Two miter squares: Stanley all-metal model with 8-inch blade, good nickel, coated with clear lacquer;
and a rosewood and brass model with 10-inch blade, fine overall.
186._____Boxwood and brass Ultimatum-type marking and mortise gage, maker and/or previous owner name has
been gouged out of two sides, nice points, very good overall.
187._____Pair of sliding bevels: early Stanley with 8-inch blade, needs light cleaning, very good overall; and an
unknown make with rosewood and brass handle, 10-inch blade and having a very decorative head on
the brass locking screw, very good overall.
188._____Three tool books: Illustrations of Trades, by Charles Tomlinson and reprinted by The Early American
Industries Association, very good; and two MWTCA catalog reprints; Tools, Machinery & Blacksmith
Supplies Sears Roebuck & Co; and Millers Falls Catalog #42, both complete and very good.
189._____Three Tool Books: Cincinnati Plane, Edge tool Makers and Dealers 1819-1851 complete and very
good; Directory of Baltimore Plane and Edge Tool Makers 1796-1900, complete and very good; and
Eighty Edition Catalogue ALEX. MATHIESON & SONS, Limited, Saracen Tool Works, Glasgow,
very good.
190._____Stanley #209 box of 1 3/4-inch level vials packed in sawdust.
191._____Ohio Tool Co. No. 99 unhandled screw arm plow plane with screw operated depth stop, a few thread
chips on arms, very good overall.
192._____Pair of wooden molding planes: Greenfield Tool Co. #709 boxed sash plane, complete and very good;
and an Ohio Tool Co. 3/16-inch side bead, complete and very good.

193._____Ohio Tool Co. No. 101 handled screw arm plow plane with handle formed for right handled person, a
few small thread chips, one blade included, fine overall.
194._____Pair of CUMMINGS BOSTON 7/8-inch tongue and groove planes, both complete and very good.
195._____Nice Japanese sumitsubo or ink line, complete and very good.
196._____George H. Bishop No. 7 26-inch 8ppi crosscut saw, good etch, very good overall.
197._____E.C. Atkins flooring saw, very faint etching on blade, very good overall.
198._____Disston D-8 26-inch 5 1/2ppi rip saw with thumb hole handle, good etch, very good overall.
199._____Three wooden planes: Ohio Tool Co. #30 toothing plane, complete and very good; unknown make #36
wooden compass that has a side blown out, good overall; and a 7 1/2-inch smooth plane with steel
throat patch, very good.
200._____Lot of 15 Ohio Tool Company hollow and round molding planes: #1 hollow; #3 hollow; two #4
rounds; #5 hollow; #7 hollow & round pair; #8 hollow & round pair; #9 hollow and round pair; #19
hollow and round pair; #24 round; #10 (1 3/4-inch hollow) and #24 round, many marked with T.
FITZGERALD owner's stamp, all very good and usable.
201._____Nice pair of wooden trammel points on 33-inch wooden beam. One point is fixed into the end of the
beam, the other is movable with wedge lock at top, very good overall.
202._____Early and massive SPEAR & JACKSON 29-inch rip saw with split nuts securing very good handle,
sunken S&J medallion, and blade die stamped SPEAR & JACKSON with S&J and crown, a fine and
early saw.
203._____Three wooden measuring or gauging sticks: 36-inch with Roman numerals on one side and graduated
in 9-inch increments on other side, well-worn and interesting; 32 1/2-inch mahogany stick marked with
Jos. Potter stamp at one end, very good; and a 28 3/4-inch lumber stick that has crack at top of handle
thru hang hole, otherwise very good.
204._____Disston & Sons 28-inch No. 8 5 1/2ppi rip saw with very good thumb-hole handle, very good overall.
205._____Stanley Rule & Level Co. 36-inch lumber cane, moderate wear, brass tip and top, very good.
206._____Unusual 20-inch W. TYZACK SONS & TURNER SHEFFIELD EXTRA QUALITY No. 4B panel
saw FOR HARD WOOD, also marked JAMES KERR, LITTLE SHEFFIELD, BARROW, handle
broken around bottom bolt hole, fine etch, very good overall.
207._____Lot of three outside calipers, all have makers’ marks and micro adjusters, all very good.
208._____Three outside calipers; the two larger ones have locking screws, and the largest opens to about 44
inches.
209._____Stanley ?Household Jack Plane? complete and very good.
210._____Stanley #112 late model scraper plane with stained hardwood tote and knob, tote broken and glued,
blade unmarked, very good overall.
211._____Early Stanley #50 light duty plow with vine cast handle, with box of 14 blades, intact spurs, needs
depth and beading stops?

212._____Stanley #98 right handed side rabbet with depth stop, intact knob, MADE IN USA blade, very good
overall.
213._____Stanley #12 cabinet scraper, nearly full length SW blade light rust, very good overall.
214._____Fine Stanley #1 ODD JOBS with intact level and scribe, great nickel plating, very good overall.
215._____Stanley #79 side rabbet TYPE I with japanned finished (WWII era), very good overall.
216._____Stanley #12 1/2 cabinet scraper, improper SW blade from a #81?, nice rosewood handle, bottom
attached with four brass screws thru the bottom, will make a good user.
217._____HICKORY KELLEY HOW & THOMSON HARDWARE DULUTH, MINN) No. 05 iron jack plane,
made by OHIO TOOL CO?, complete and fine; plus a Stanley #5 1/4-type junior jack plane with frog
adjuster screw, no number in bed, cracked on left side at throat.
218._____Early 6-inch Stanley block plane with knuckle jointed lever cap, early Excelsior-style body, very good
overall.
219._____Early 6-inch Stanley block plane with lever cap lever in the back, Excelsior-style body, very good
overall.
220._____Unusual WILTON woodworker’s quick-adjusting wood vise, complete and fine.
221._____John Fray & Co. Spofford Patent brace with pewter rights, 14-inch sweep, very good overall.
222._____Stanley #4 1/2 wide body smooth plane, SW logo blade, good tote and tall knob, very good overall.
223._____Early Stanley #113 compass plane Type 3 or 5 with nickel plated cutter adjuster wheel on the side,
patent dates on blade and one base of frog, very good overall.
224._____Nice little B&C woodworking vise that can clamp to a table or bench, has countersunk holes for
attaching wooden faces to keep from marring the piece being held, very good overall.
225._____Stanley #57-type core box plane with one set of extensions, Stanley blade and lever cap, very good
overall.
226._____Stanley HANDYMAN H1203 smooth plane in original box, the label is completely covered with clear
tape, near new plane in a good box.
227._____Stanley HANDYMAN H1204 iron smooth plane in original corrugated box, label 90 percent, like-new
plane in very good box.
228._____Unusual VICTOR (Stanley) SPECIAL NO. 1105 iron jack plane IOB, plane is fine, box needs tape at
two or three corners, very good.
229._____Stanley DEFIANCE NO. 1243 iron smooth plane IOB, back flap of box top is missing bottom 1/2,
plane is near new, box and label are good.
230._____Millers Falls #707 7-inch iron block plane IOB, a near new plane in a very good box.
231._____Stanley #138 iron level sights for wooden levels in original box, sights have perfect japanning along
with SW logo, box is worn but very good.
232._____SHAPLEIGH's S5998G (S1006) six auger bits in original plastic roll inside original pasteboard box
with nice label, fine overall.

233._____MEPHISTO 11/16 AUGER BITS in original box, box marked on end ELECTRIC N0. 900, box has
nice label on top and end, very good overall.
234._____Stanley #91 double beam marking gage IOB, gage is fine, box is very good.
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Stanley #271 mini router IOB, MADE IN ENG. complete with original pamphlet, fine.

236._____YANKEE No. 45 push drill complete and fine in original box, a fine tool in a very good box.
237._____Stanley VICTOR SPECIAL No. 1120 iron block plane IOB, a near new plane in a very good box.
238._____Stanley #9 1/2 iron block plane IOB, a fine plane in a tatty box.
239._____Millers Falls No. 100 push drill IOB, no return spring, a good box with good label.
240._____Stanley DEFIANCE 1248 iron block plane in original box, a fine plane in a good box.
241._____Stanley #110 iron block plane in original box, a fine plane in good box.
242._____Two LITTLE GIANT razor planes IOB, new.
243._____Wooden carpenter's tool chest 38 1/2 inches long, 14.5 inches deep x 11.5 inch tall with folding bracket
that keeps the lid from flopping open, nice cast iron handles on the ends, no tills inside, very good
overall.
244._____Nice Israel White screw-arm tongue cutting plane, very nice deep mark, very good overall.
245._____Two tool-related boxes: a music box that depicts Jesus as a carpenter using a small plane; and a toffee
tin that depicts a blacksmith at work.
246._____Connecticut hand adz, some pitting on blade, very good overall.
247._____Small pump drill with brass flyweight marked K&D, needs a string, very good overall.
248._____Small wooden box filled with miniature garden tools, box looks like it was once a music box and has a
floral decoration on top.
249._____Washington commemorative axe made to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of President
Washington's Inauguration, in old gold paint, very good.
250._____Scarce R.B. HUTCHISON Patent (2,132,114) Exploding Splitting Tool, splitting wedge that can be
packed full of gunpowder and set off with a fuse.
251._____Two death-related wooden measuring instruments: MACK VULT CO. VALLEY CITY, OHIO body
caliper that measures up to 36 inches, very good overall; and a tapered cane yardstick from the St. Louis
Casket Co. Quality Merchandise Since 1881, It Is A Good Rule To Use UDYLITE Caskets.
252._____Plumb level 4-foot with Henry Disston & Sons marked top plate, iron plumb bob, and 4-foot wooden
stock, plumb vial broken out, level vial is intact.
253._____Two wooden implement or tractor related measuring sticks: McCormick-Deering Farm Operating
Equipment from the E.R. GODDARD AND CO. Robertson, MO yardstick; and a very unusual
McCormick-Deering wooden cane from the International Harvester Co. of America Inc., Kansas City,
MO. that has an interesting folk art man carved and hidden inside a hollowed out just below the top.

254._____Scarce M.& N.H. STOUT (plane makers 1838-1849) complex wooden molding plane marked J.N.
LEGG on heal and toe, nice eagle and starburst logo, very good overall. Moses Stout was one of the
first St. Louis plane maker known to imprinted his name into his planes.
255._____Unusual steel circumference rule with tables on the back, very good overall.
256._____Wilson & Bros. St. Louis (Hardware Dealers 1847 to 1857) 1-inch wooden dado plane with wooden
depth stop. Wilson was a hardware dealer in St. Louis, very good.
257._____KERBY & BRO. MAKERS 51 FULTON ST. N.Y. 72-inch glass cutters rule with brass hook end and
brass end on other side, very good overall.
258._____Unusual J. DONALDSON & J. HALL ST. LOUIS, MO (Plane Makers Circa 1850s) 1 1/4-inch single
iron nosing plane, very good overall.
259._____LUFKIN 7164 or 7954 sliding inside measuring rule, fine overall.
260._____W.W. MILLER ST. LOUIS MO (hardware dealers 1857 to 1860) 3/8-inch fully boxed side bead plane,
very good overall.
261._____Unusual patternmaker's angle calculating rule, measures 19.5-inches, and is marked on back with
owner/maker's name.
262._____A. (Adolphus) MEIER ST. LOUIS, MO (hardware dealers 1838 to 1872) No. 76 7/8-inch tongue
cutting plane, good overall.
263._____SIMPLEX 1915 72-inch wallpaper trimming rule or straightedge with five assorted wallpaper tools
including cutters and burnisher.
264._____HALL & HYNSON 135 3rd Street St. Louis, MO (maker & hardware dealers 1851 to 1860) screwadjusted sash plane, single boxed, very good overall.
265._____Lot of 10 tool catalog reprints: John Weiss & Sohn In Wien; Millers Falls & Goodell-Pratt No. 42; D.
STOLP 1915; Wm. Marples Price List of American Tools 1909; Tower & Lyon circa 1904; Winnie
Machine Works Hoop Machinery; E.C. Stearns & Co. HARDWARE; FERON & CIE Paris; and a
cheap copy of the UNION IORN AND WOOD PLANES circa 1890.
266._____Lot of 11 assorted tool catalog reprints: Joshua Oldham; The James Swan Company; H.H. HARVEY's;
CINCINNATI TOOL CO.; J.M. WATERSTON TOOLS, FACTORY SUPPLIES; 1896
HAMMACHER SCHLEMMER & CO.; MILLERS FALLS; NORTH BROS. YANKEE; FOLDING
SAWING MACHINE; LANG & JACOBS; and YANKEE TOOL BOOK.
267._____Lot of 13 assorted tool catalog reprints: G.W. BRADLEY's EDGE TOOLS; HIRAM H. KELLEY
SOLE LEATHER; LANG & JACOBS; J.B. SHANNON PHILADELPHIA; JACKSON & TYLER;
L&IJ WHITE; GOODNOW & WIGHTMAN BOSTON; ZENITH TOOLS; A.H. POMEROY; J.J.
WATROUS Scroll Saws, Lathes; C.S. OSBORNE Standard Tools; A.J. WILKINSON; and the
SARGENT CATALOG COLLECTION.
268._____Lot of 12 assorted catalog reprints: Wm. P. Walters; John Wilkinson; Underhill Edge Tool Co.; Wm. T.
Wood & Co. Ice Tools; I.B. FARRINGTON'S Scroll Sawing; Wm. P. Walters Sons; ORR &
LOCKETT; FITZ STEEL OVERSHOOT WATER WHEEL; THE BARKER PENDULUM SAWING
MACHINE; HIGGANUM MANFG CORP; FLEETWOOD SCROLL SAW TRUMP BROS.; and
MILLERS FALLS No. 74.

269._____Winchester and Keen Kutter catalog reprints plus: KEEN KUTTER CATALOG U; WINCHESTER
1926-27 Catalog; WINCHESTER POCKET CATALOG 1924; FIFTY STEPPING STONES by 50year Simmons Employee James A. Carroll; David Heckel's THE STANLEY FORTY FIVE; and two
agricultural books that are missing covers and are crumbling due to acidic paper.
270._____A LAND SO REMOTE hardbound 251-page hard-bound book by Larry Frank and Skip Miller, intact
jacket, fine overall.
271._____Lot: LUFKIN HOUSEHOLD RULE 3-fold 36-inch, fine; a 3-piece wooden shotgun cleaning rod, very
good; and an old file.
272._____Millers Falls ratchet brace with 9-inch sweep; plus a 3-tiered box of assorted bits, the box needs work
on the hinges and some of the bits are not meant for use in a brace.
273._____Lot: early claw hammer, very good; a large Millers Falls rosewood tool handle that is full of the
original bits (chisel, gimlet, awl, saw, etc.) and has nice plating on the chuck, very good; and a small
keyhole saw with iron frame and brass screw to secure the blade.
274._____Lot: Starrett adjustable machinist square with 12-inch scale and intact bubble in handle; plus two early
Stanley try squares; one with 6-inch blade and one 4-inch both have light rust but will clean to very
good overall.
275._____Lot of four different shears including: R. HEINISCH; BERRIDGE STURGIS, MICH, rusty; and a
KLEENCUT with red handles, very good.
276._____Lot: Early Millers Falls No. 5? with 3-jaw chuck, very good overall; a Millers Falls No. 1 hand drill
with broken crank arm, with a new arm it will be fine; and a Millers Falls #63 ratcheting screwdriver
with 6-inch blade, complete and fine.
277._____Lot: two 4-fold rules including Lufkin No. 701 brass bound; Stanley #68 that is worn but intact; and a
6-inch English spirit level with wooden stock, has a brass top plate held by 12 screws, very good.
278._____Small wooden tool box in OD-green paint, has folding handle at top, would make great ammo storage
box, currently filled with bits etc. out of an old machinist tool box.
279._____Lot: Small wooden Walgreens cigar box; ice pick from ARTIFICIAL ICE & C.S. CO. 316 W. OHIO
STREET MAIN 0430-31 42nd & MONON RR. HUM. 3665 ice & coal ice pick; four ball mills or
bullet cherries; GERMAN 6-foot tape measure; and two small boxes with mini hatchet head, center
bits, taps; etc.
280._____Three T-augers, all in very good overall condition.
281._____Unusual violin maker's purfeling tool, complete and fine.
282._____Pair of steel hand vises V.C.&C.S. GERMANY and a larger one that is unmarked, both very good.
283._____Pair of mini iron block planes: OHIO TOOL No. 0101 and a STANLEY with SW-logo blade, very
good.
284._____Unusual hand forged log pike with owner tag that says LOG PIKE FOUND AT THE WIND
RIVER LOGGING CO. CAMP 15 MILES N.W. of DUBOIS, WIS. DURING THE SUMMER
OF 1978 by BOB MC WILLIAMS and given to Bill Baader. The camp was in operation in 1913
cutting railroad ties, See OHIO TOOL BOX (magazine) article VOL. 4 #1.

285._____Small 4 1/2-inch brass rabbet plane with ebony wedge, very good.
286._____Ebony or dark rosewood 6-inch round parallel rule, used in navigation, fine.
287._____
BIRMINGHAM PLANE MFG. CO. 6-inch iron block plane with fine marked blade, complete
and fine overall.
288._____F.F. ALLEN Patent (Feb. 3, 1874) ring sizer with rosewood handle, complete and very good.
289._____Pair of wooden planes: H. CHAPIN UNION FACTORY screw-arm tongue plane with W. BUTCHER
blade, improper wedge, very good overall; and a J. BRACELIN DAYTON forkstaff plane with faint
FRENCH & CO blade, very good overall.
290._____Homemade wooden gutter plane with Wm. ASH & CO. blade, very good.
291._____AUBURN TOOL CO. handled jack rabbet with offset tote, both nickers intact, tote broken at bottom
and glued, very good overall.
292._____Nice 1 5/8-inch wooden nosing plane, T. BURKHARDT owners stamp all over, very good overall.
293._____Starrett 24-inch scale with combination square and protractor head, and a center head, will clean to
very good overall; plus two small pairs of dividers and a pinch dog.
294._____Lot of 13 assorted L&IJ WHITE cranked gouges, all with think coat of grease and fresh out of a
patternmaker's box from Lufkin, Texas.
295._____Set of Russell Jennings auger bits in original 3-tiered wooden box with good label on inside of lid; plus
a Yankee NO. 2100 ratchet brace, complete and very good.
296._____Lot of four L&IJ WHITE cranked gouges and chisels out of the same box that the lot above came in,
all fine.
297._____Stanley #101 mini iron block plane with BB-logo blade, very good overall.
298._____Lot of seven assorted L&IJ WHITE gouges and chisels and one BUCK BROS No. 32 carving tool,
complete and fine.
299._____Lot: long marking gage; Stanley #18 sliding bevel; small wooden patternmaker shave; bitstock
screwdriver, and leather-type knife from CHICAGO, very good.
300._____Lot: Pair of Starrett trammel points; small 4-inch Starrett machinist square, very good; Stanley #71
router plane with repair near the throat, all three blades and the foot for the throat closer; and a #92
Stanley shoulder plane with SW logo on toe, very good.
301._____Pair of adjustable trammel points, good plating, both need light cleaning.
302._____Set of six Forstner bits one has had the tang removed, the rest are intact and very good.
303._____ORR & LOCKETT HARDWARE CO. CHICAGO drafting set in original box with nice paper label.
304._____Lot of scrapes out of a patternmaker's box including a tin typewriter ribbon box full of pinch dogs; a
REDILITE lighter IOB; numerous drill bits, etc.
305._____Lot: Two pair safety glasses; white sharpening stone in wooden base; and a tool used to round over
edges of a board?, in original cardboard tube with four blades.

306._____Stanley Rule & Level Co. 30 1/2-in. shrink rule, on patch of staining, good overall; and a Stanley #30
1/2 shrink rule that measures 3/16-in. per foot, has a small hang hole, very good; Lufkin 30G 24-inch
steel scale; Starrett #370 24-in scale that has a corner broken off; 6-inch steel scale advertising The
Fafnir Bearing Co. New Britain, Conn., very good; and an EAGLE steel protractor.
307._____Three wooden boxes: two made by the late T.L. Peden to house his set of L&IJ White chisels and
gouges, both very good; plus a wooden box with sliding lid from Ingersoll-Rand that a tool came in, the
top is broken on one side so the sliding lid does not stay in it very good.
308._____Patternmaker's tool chest that lots 293 to 307 all came out of, belonged to the late T.L. Peden, a Lufkin
TEX patternmaker, has misc. nuts, bolts and other tool box scraps in the three removable trays inside.
309._____Two 22-inch wooden jointer planes: unknown make with closed handle, very good; and another with
an unusual closed handle, missing blade and chip breaker, otherwise good.
310._____Lot of four wooden planes: Ohio Tool No. 37 side bead; Sandusky Tool Co. #51 5/16-inch center bead,
had fence on side at one time, very good overall; unknown make 1/2-inch round, very good; and a 7inch wooden smoother with double iron, very good.
311._____Six assorted wood planes: small 1/4-inch round with faint makers mark and holes from a previous
fence; ARROWMAMMET WORKS narrow round; slip boxed Scotia; 3/8-inch quarter round or
thumbnail profile with owner-added fence, very good; owner made coachmaker's T-Rabbet; owner
made 3/4-inch.
312._____Four wooden planes: 7.5-inch toothing plane, very good; skew bladed 1-inch rabbet plane, some rot on
heel, good overall; Ohio Tool No. 47 7/8-inch missing the nicker and the nicker wedge, very good
overall; Ohio Tool Co. No. 48, C.W. HOLDER & CO. BLOOMINGTON, IL.
313._____Four wooden molding planes: unknown make moving fillister plane with depth stop, very good overall;
7/8-inch round, very good; 7/8-inch Ohio Tool Co. tongue plane, very good; and a TUCKER LONDON
6/8-in. groove cutter.
314._____Four wooden planes: German? horn plane, very good; Sandusky Tool Co. No. 51 that has had the back
1/2 sawed off; large Continental round plane; and a large homemade round, very good.
315._____Nice little wooden router plane with two blades.
316._____Pair of iron bench planes: Stanley #6 iron fore plane, complete and very good; and a Stanley #5C cast
iron jack plane missing the blade and chip breaker, has frog adjuster screw and one patent date.
317._____Pair of iron bench planes: FULTON 9-inch smooth plane, complete and fine; and a Stanley #78
missing fence, depth stop and blade.
318._____Stanley #79 side rabbet plane, very good overall.
319._____Pair of long handled scrapers, one homemade, and one an L.S. STARRETT No. 181, complete and
fine.
320._____Two scrapers: wooden ram's horn scraper with iron blade holder, very good; and a Stanley #80 with
SW logo, complete and fine.
321._____Lot of three spoke shaves: early Stanley #51 with faint markings under the handle, very good; a brass
CIN.T.CO. (Cincinnati Tool Co.) missing the blade but otherwise fine; and a wooden shave with wellworn blade and bottom.

322._____Pair of ratchet braces including Millers Falls No. 1323.
323._____Stanley #45 combination plow plane with short rods, early cam; seven plow, seven bead and one
fillister blade; two depth stops; beading stop, nice rosewood knob and handle, has nice nickel plated
floral cast frame, very good overall.
324._____Pair of iron planes: Stanley #220, complete and very good; and a No. 71 1/2 router plane with 1/2-inch
blade, very good overall.
325._____Stanley #3C Type 11 iron smooth plane, tote broken and needing to be glued, good low knob, very
good overall; and a homemade scraper that uses a blade from a jack or smooth plane, good.
326._____Pair of hand cranked eggbeater drills: the larger one is a Goodell-Pratt or Millers Falls 2-speed that is
missing the auxiliary handle but is otherwise very good; an unknown make that is missing the crank
arm.
327._____Lot: three pair of nippers including one by HELLER, and a pair of tin snips.
328._____Lot: early Stanley miter square with 12-inch blade, some paint splatters; a hack saw in a homemade
wooden frame and two homemade scratch stocks, both very good.
329._____Unknown make 6 3/4-inch steel shoulder plane with rosewood stuffing, 1-inch blade, with light
cleaning will be very good.
330._____Lot: three Yankee-type screwdrivers, one needs work; a push drill; two wooden handled screwdrivers;
and a tapered triangular file with wooden handle.
331._____Nice angular bitstock tool with nickel plated chuck shell, very good; and a RIDGID 10-inch pipe
wrench.
332._____Pair of 58-inch quick adjusting bar clamps, both need cleaning but are very good.
333._____Four assorted wooden clamps that all belonged to a furniture maker, some thread chips all very good.
334._____Hand cranked bench-mounting grinder that needs the stone reattached; plus a bench mounted vise in
red paint, fine overall.
335._____Lot: bench stop with cam lock; two wooden wedges for bench planes; three scraper blades; and chip
breaker for bench plane.
336._____Lot: long wooden handled screwdriver; lathe parting tool; and a wood rasp.
337._____Lot of 14 assorted wood chisels, gouges, awls and screwdrivers.
338._____Wrenches: vehicle wrench; four spanner wrenches and a small cast or malleable open end with curved
handle.
339._____Lot: cast iron plumb bob; small brass bob, with bolt for top; and an unusual iron clamp.
340._____Large cabinetmaker's tool chest that originally housed many of the tools in the previous 25 or so lots, it
belonged to three generations of woodworkers one a furniture maker and the later a cabinetmaker,
comes with the name stamp of the German emigrant furniture maker F. LEIMKr who was Frank
Leimkuehler.
341._____Rosewood marking gauge marked with F. LEIMKr who was Frank Leimkuehler, the original owner of
the chest in the lot above. He was born in Germany and died in St. Louis in 1872. He was a

cabinetmaker. His child John Henry Leimkuehler was furniture maker; comes with two mystery tools,
one with a brass wheel on the end.
342._____Lot: homemade pricking or stitching wheel; small wooden smooth plane; small cigar box hammer, and
a BERBECKER ENGLAND steel comes to sharp point at one end and is about 10 inches long.
343._____Lot of five assorted wood clamps and a small brush, one clamp is missing one of its two screws.
344._____Lot: two patented saw sets; big C-clamp; two sharpening stones and a copper mallet head all inside a
wooden box.
345._____Woodworking work bench with head and tail vises, chip tray in the back, the handle that operates the
tail vise needs, nice trestle.
346._____Large lot of assorted scraps found in the trays of a furniture maker's tool chest.
347._____Lot: Long wooden pole pruner; wooden hand scythe and another weed cutter that is used like a scythe.
348._____Atlas 6-inch Series 618 screw cutting lathe with assorted tooling including a milling attachment, just
needs a power source and a bench or leg set and it will be ready to roll.
349._____Unknown make No. 101 mini iron block plane, body and blade lightly pitted, 101 cast into bed behind
finger rest.
350._____Stanley #55 combination plow plane in original tin box; plane comes with four boxes of original blades
all with nice labels, main frame, sliding section, auxiliary center bottom, both side handles, instruction
booklet held together with lots of clear tape, sheet of paper announcing the new cam rest, long and short
rods, flat bladed screwdriver, one of the side handles has a screw passing all the way thru it, a fine plane
overall in a nice tin box, the outside of the box has a coat of gray paint.
351._____M. & N.H. STOUT ST. LOUIS MO (plane makers 1838-1849) wide complex wooden molding plane
marked 1 5/8 & 3/4 on heel, very good overall.
352._____Stanley #112 scraper plane, late model with BB-logo blade, hardwood handles, very good overall.
353._____Stanley #71 router with throat closing attachment, all three blades, original instruction Manuel and
partial label off original box, fine overall.
354._____Stanley #193B fibre board beveling plane that has both of the original attachments, tote broken and
glued, very good overall.
355._____Early Stanley #45 combination plow plane, with one blade, beading stop, front and rear depth stop,
dated slitter, and long rods, just add a blade set and it will be a fine user.
356._____Stanley #1951 fibre board beveling plane, very good overall.
357._____Early Stanley #46 skew bladed plow plane with original auxiliary fence, one nicker present, light to
moderate rust, will clean to very good.
358._____RARE Stanley #195 fibre board beveling plane, has fine pitting on the bottom, tote broken and
glued, good overall.
359._____Stanley #39 1/2-inch dado plane, both nickers intact, good blade, locking screw for depth stop
improper, very good overall.
360._____Unusual adjustable coopers croze and howell combination tool, very good overall.

361._____Stanley #100 1/2 round bottom model or patternmaker's plane, very good overall.
362._____Stanley No. 194 fiber board beveling plane, complete and very good.
363._____Stanley OH5 Two Tone jack plane, with maroon bed and yellow chip breaker, complete and very good.
364._____Stanley OH4 Two Tone smooth plane, blue bed and yellow frog, very good overall.
365._____Stanley #81 cabinet scraper with nice rosewood bottom, fine SW blade, very good nickel plating, very
good overall.
366._____Wooden carpenter's tool chest. Measures 36x12x13, lock in front has been removed, has runners inside
for two sliding trays, needs rope or bracket installed to keep lid from flopping open.
367._____WM. GARRELS & CO. 1720 CARONDELET AV. ST. LOUIS 3/4-inch side bead plane, little is
known about this short-lived hardware dealer, their name is stenciled in ink on side of this OHIO TOOL
CO. plane, very good overall.
368._____Unusual wooden miter jack, needs light cleaning, very good overall.
369._____CHILD, FARR & CO. ST. LOUIS. MO (hardware dealers circa early 1850s) complex wooden molding
plane, nice boxwood boxing, marked 5/8 on heel, fine overall.
370._____Instant collection of wooden clamps; instrument makers; jewelers; and a couple of real oddball types, at
least 10 pieces in all.
371._____Scarce DIAMOND EDGE DEO5 (BUCKEYE SAW VISE COMPANY) Muehl Patent iron jack plane
with smooth bottom, blade does not appear to be original, good tote and knob, very good overall.
372._____A. (Adolphus) MEIER ST. LOUIS, MO (hardware dealers 1838 to 1872) wide complex profile
molding plane, marked 3/4 & 1 3/4 on heel, coated with lacquer?, very good overall.
373._____Scarce DIAMOND EDGE DEO5C (BUCKEYE SAW VISE COMPANY) Muehl Patent iron jack
plane with corrugated bottom, nice original blade, good tote and knob, very good overall.
374._____H. GERSTNER & SONS No. 454 machinist 11-drawer oak tool chest, perfect for storing and
displaying a collection of tools, and just about anything else. This one has a few spots on either side of
the drop down panel where someone tried to pry it out with a screwdriver, felt in drawer bottoms has
some soiling, very good overall.
375._____Lot of three wooden clamps, one with neat cam-locking feature.
376._____Lot of two shingle froes and two fore clubs.
377._____Homemade trade-axe type tool a small kindling froe and an early meat cleaver.
378._____Unusual set of MARX POCKETTOOLS Tools in the original box AS SEEN ON TV, complete and
very good.
379._____RARE M.K.&T. (Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad) 26-inch hand saw with good etch, 7ppi
blade, intact nib, very good overall. This is the first railroad saw we have ever seen or sold.
380._____Large English? turnscrew or screwdriver 31-inches long overall, has a crack in the 9-inch wooden
handle, very good overall.

381._____Very Rare Pullman (Railroad Car) Co. hand saw with near perfect etching MADE EXPRESSLY
FOR THE PULLMAN CO. BY HENRY DISSTON & SONS PHILADELPHIA, fine etch, fine
overall.
382._____Lot of three English-style turnscrews or screwdrivers, at least one made from an old file or rasp.
383._____Pair of ADLAKE U.P.R.R. NO. 1 SWITCH railroad padlocks with one common key, very good.
384._____Pair of saws including an early W.B. SEARS & CO. meat or bone saw with three split nuts securing the
handle, and an auxiliary wooden handle near the end of the frame, first of its kind we have seen; plus an
early jeweler or armorer's saw that needs a blade.
385._____Pair of ADLAKE railroads padlocks both with keys, one has ICGRR stamped on the back, and both
have a length of chain, very good overall.
386._____Two fret saws: small shallow model with wood handle, very good; and a deep throated model that is
also very good.
387._____Three ADLAKE railroad padlocks all with length of chain; one marked CM ST PP with key; another
C&NWRY; and one stamped PC76 on back with key.
388._____Two railroad items: long handled hammer (for breaking up coal?) marked M&St.LRR on side of head,
very good; and a new hammer handle marked CB&Q RR LINK, fine.
389._____Pair of brass railroad padlocks: Corbin XLCR marked N.C. & St.L RY with pair of keys; and a
DAYTON MFG CO. marked B&O RR, no key.
390._____Pair of railroad marked screw-adjusting nut wrenches: Bemis & Call marked NYC&STLRRCO, handle
slightly bent; and a Coes-type B&C marked St.LSFR?? with some pitting on bottom jaw near the logo,
very good overall.
391._____Small brass plumb bob with removable top and steel tip, well worn, good overall.
392._____Common sense-type brass millwright's plumb bob approx. 4lbs, typical nicks and ding, very good
overall.
393._____Preston-type brass plumb bob with removable top and steel tip, very good overall.
394._____Large cast iron acorn-shaped plumb bob with brass tip, very good overall.
395._____Nice brass plumb bob with removable top, steel tip, has string wrapped around a brass ring, very good
overall.
396._____Heavy steel plumb bob with removable top, and two rows of knurling, very good overall.
397._____Large lot of tool catalogs and reprinted books: Cumberland General Store; The Saw in History by
Henry Disston; Disston Handbook on Saws; Henry Disston & Sons 1914; JEDEDIAH NORTH's
TINNER's TOOL BUSINESS by John H. Demer; Henry Disston & Sons 1876 Price-List; C.E.
Jennings; four Dover Catalogs including Guns and Hunting Supplies; American Historical Catalog
Collection; Peck & Snyder 1886; J.W. FISK 1893, etc.
398.____ Lot of assorted tool and other catalog and price list reprints including Sargent Planes; Ohio Tool Co.
Adjustable Planes; Instructions for International Harvester hit-and-miss engines; The Cabinet Maker's
Guide; Davis Level & Tool Co.; The Foss Patent Adjustable Iron Planes, etc.

399._____Tool catalog reprints: L.C. SMITH GUNS made by HUNTER ARMS CO.; Winchester 1897; Smith &
Wesson 1901; Otis A. Smith 1905 Firearms and Hardware Specialties; and MARLIN ILLUSTRATED
PRICE LIST 1905.
400._____Unknown make surveyors or builders adjustable level with sights, dated 1867 on one side along with
the faint S COTT maker or owner's name, very good.
401._____Pair of early Stanley trammel points with original rub blocks, very good overall.
402._____Unusual BUFFUM TOOL CO. Engineers Bearing Scraper Set IOB with fine label intact, fine
overall.
403._____DUNLAP pistol-griped hand drill, complete and very good.
404._____Large pair of well-made brass trammel points each measuring 10.5 inches long overall.
405._____RUGER pistol-grip hand drill, complete and in very good overall condition.
406._____Pair of brass trammel points with steel tips, each measures 6 inches long overall, both very good.
407._____Unusual CLAWSON JO MFG. CO. J.O.I.C. hand drill that has a chuck and handle that can be adjusted
into any number of positions, very good overall.
408._____Pair of early Stanley brass trammel points, the rub blocks are not original, the points themselves are
very good.
409._____Eleven military surveying targets nicely painted plus a 10-oz. COLE MFG. CO. plumb bob that goes
on a military webbed belt, fine overall.
410._____Set of six AMT carving knives, all like new in original pouch.
411._____Lot of four hand forged knives all made by a guy named McCrackin; one from a railroad spike and
three from elevator cable, all very good.
412._____Set of five Millers Falls carving tools all have the owner's name ED carved into the handle.
413._____Set of six AMT carving tools in felt roll, all very good overall.
414._____Set of five small carving gouges that look like they were made by Millers Falls, all are fine.
415._____Set of five carving gouges with brown handles all in fine overall.
416._____Scarce military heliotrope #483 by SEILER INSTRUMENT COMPANY ST. LOUIS MISSOURI ,
complete and very good. Just needs a pair of legs like those used with a builder’s level or transit. This
one is in olive drab paint which shows it was made for the military.
417._____Set of 11 carving tools, all in like new condition.
418._____Two mallets: nice jointers mallet, plus a mallet to strike shoemaker's clicker dies with.
419._____Carving mallet with burl head, needs light cleaning, very good.
420._____Set of 12 unmarked carving gouges, all in fine overall condition.
421._____Stanley #5 1/4 junior jack plane, with nice tall knob and tote, BB-logo blade, very good overall.
422._____Unusual CAPEWELL iron jack plane with original blade, good tote and knob, very good overall.

423._____UNION NO. 5 iron jack plane, has UNION cast into bed behind frog, tote spur has big splinter from
left side, nice beaded knob, very good overall.
424._____Stanley #50 light duty plow plane IOB, has full blue box of blades, envelope containing chip deflector,
long rods, spare spur screwed to body, fine nickel plating, a fine plane that is as complete as they came.
425._____Nice stone carvers mallet.
426._____Pair of Continental screw-arm planes: A plow with one blade; and sash that is missing one of the two
blades and one of the two wedges is broken.
427._____Two wooden horn planes, one has rope wrapped around the top of the wedge.
428._____Lot of four Continental wooden molding planes including two complex profiles that have makers
marks on the toe, WERHZEUG. FABRIK ERNST. HERSCHUH CHEMINITZ one is missing the
piece of wood that was glued to the right side and used to close the wedge mortise. The others are all
complete and very good.
429._____Small coachmaker's T-rabbet plane with laminated stock, good overall.
430._____Five Continental wooden molding planes at least two with maker's marks.
431._____Stanley #45 combination plow plane in original ash box (no lid) comes with full set of blades in
original wooden box with nice label, long and short rods, cam stop, three depth stops, will clean to very
good usable condition.
432._____Pair of adjustable hollow augers: The one on the left is a STEARNS and has and owner modified blade
clamping fixture, intact depth stop, very good overall; and the one on the right is an A.A. WOODS
patent with intact depth stop, some rust, will clean to very good overall.
433._____Pair of St. Louis marked wooden molding planes: E.F. SCHMEDING & CO. ST. LOUIS, MO #8
round, with light cleaning will be very good; and a HALL & HYNSON ST. LOUIS, MO 135 THIRD
STREET 2-inch rabbet plane that is missing the nicker from the right side, very good overall.
434._____Pair of dowel or spoke pointers; one large and one medium.
435._____Scarce rosewood HUNT & WISEMAN unhandled screw-arm plow with boxwood arms and rosewood
fence, has unusual crescent shaped lock below the depth stop screw, wedge reformed, comes with nice
display stand and one blade.
436._____LUFKIN #590 brass weight for end of a gaging tape, in original box, the label on the box calls it a
PUMB BOB but it is NOT a plumb bob.
437._____Mini bitstock dowel pointer, complete and very good.
438._____Stanley #12 cabinet scraper, this one sat in a damp basement and is rusty, there is no blade, the blade
clamping screw is free, but the threads of the pitch adjuster nuts will need to be cleaned before they will
move. The japanning is good and so is the handle, can be restored to at least good usable condition.
439._____Another Japanese sumitsubo or ink line, complete and very good.
440._____Pair of small steel EAGLE squares each has one 12-inch leg and one 8-inch, one has the early eagle
stamp that was used circa 1874-1916, and one has the circular eagle logo used circa 1915 before the
Stanley buyout.

441._____Small nicely painted jeweler's-type drill with red and gold paint, and small wooden handle, small
collet-type chuck, very good.
442._____E.A. STEARNS & CO. No. 54B 12-inch 4-fold ivory caliper rule, the caliper itself has been replaced a
brass model out of another rule, otherwise this one is complete and very good with typical yellowing.
443._____Small Millers Falls jeweler's-type drill with collet chuck, about 45 percent of the original japanning
remains, good overall.
444._____Stanley #92 ivory 12-inch 4-fold rule, complete and very good with just the typical yellowing.
445._____M. & N.H. STOUT (plane makers 1838-1849) wide complex wooden molding plane marked with
former owners name R.W. MORRISON name on toe and heel, holes in sole from where an owner
added fence was once mounted, nice eagle and starburst logo, very good overall.
446._____RICKARD St. Louis (Plane maker circa 1830) 3/4-inch side bead, body is dried out and rear boxing is
loose, has same eagle and starburst mark that the Stouts used, good overall.
447._____MEYER & SCHULZE ST. LOUIS, MO (hardware dealers 1857 to 1859) 1 1/8-inch rabbet with
numerous bug holes in the stock, good overall.
448._____W.W. MILLERS, ST. LOUIS, MO (hardware dealers 1857 to 1860) 5/16-inch fully boxed side bead,
the wedge is missing the front half of the top, the plane itself is very good.
449._____HENRY MILLER ST. LOUIS, MO. hardware dealers 1850 to 1854 & 1860 to 1865 also worked with
W.W. Millers from 1857 to 1860) 3/4-inch boxed side bead, good overall.
450._____J. DONALDSON & J. HALL ST. LOUIS, MO (planemakers circa 1850s) complex profile molding
plane, very good overall.
451._____A. (Adolphus) MEIER ST. LOUIS, MO (hardware dealers 1838 to 1872) 1/2-inch boxed side bead,
complete and very good.
452._____E.F. KRAFT ST. LOUIS (planemaker & dealer 1853 to 1860) 3/8-inch side bead, the outside boxing
needs to be replaced.
453._____G.B. & CO. (Gerd Bremerman, hardware merchant 1848 to 1867) 5/8-inch single boxed side bead, has
additional imprint SCIOTO WORKS, very good overall.
454._____Pair of Ohio Tool Co. wooden molding planes: 5/16-inch No. 37 side rabbet, with boxwood boxing,
fine overall; and a #118 skew bladed 1 1/2-inch side rabbet, cracked wedge, very good overall.
455._____Large brass patternmaker-type shave with radiused bottom, very good.
456._____Pair of unusual wooden molding planes.
457._____Small boxwood spoke shave, very good; and rosewood handled scraper, very good.
458._____Pair of wooden planes: New York Tool Co. smoother that has had a steel bottom attached and was
modified to be used as a rabbet plane, very good; and an 8-inch smoother with SW-logo blade and
stamped twice J DAVIDSON SPRINGFIELD, O., very good.
459._____Two homemade wood planes: one is an unusual car beading plane with a stock made of two pieces
screwed together; the other is a smoother also made of two pieces screwed together, and having a throat
patch.

460._____Brass hoof gauge used in horseshoeing, very good.
461._____Homemade 11 1/2-inch spill plane, very good overall.
462._____Lot of six Continental wooden molding planes including a few complex profiles; one has as shorter
stock than the others.
463._____Small wooden scraper plane with brass wear strip on the bottom, has a chunk missing from the
underside of the rear handle, very good overall.
464._____Small wooden specialty plane made to be used in “FITTING BURROWS PATENT SLIDING
SCREENS, F.T. BURROWES CO. Manufacturers Portland, Maine, very good.
465._____OHIO TOOL CO. 1 1/4-inch No. 119 1/2 handled jack rabbet with intact nickers and blade, offset tote,
fine overall.
466._____Wheelwright’s traveler with steel wheel pierced with 8 holes, very good overall.
467._____OHIO TOOL CO. No. 114 handled twin-iron 1 1/2-inch nosing plane, very good.
468._____Blacksmith-made wheelwright’s traveler with 2-spoke wheel, wooden handle with steel ferrule, handle
is cracked on one side, and wheel is pitted, good overall.
469._____OHIO TOOL CO. 1 1/8-inch No. 92 twin iron nosing plane, very good overall.
470._____Blacksmith-made wheelwright’s traveler, 2-spoke wheel, forged steel handle, very good overall.
471._____AUBURN TOOL CO. No. 53 1 1/2-inch jack rabbet with intact nickers, good blade and nice offset
tote, fine overall.
472._____Five books: Early Country Furniture; Woman’s Day Dictionary of Antique Furniture; MEASURED
DRAWINGS OF EARLY AMERICAN FURNITURE; and THE COLONIAL WORKER IN
BOSTON, 1775.
473._____Five wood-related books, catalogs or magazines: Two issues of THE HARDWOODS
SELECTORAMA; WOOD & WOOD PRODUCTS JUNE 1976; Characteristics of Modern Woods;
and CONSTANTIENE’S WOOD Catalog/Yearbook 1976 Serving Satisfied Craftsmen since 1812.
474._____With Hammer in Hand: The Dominy Craftsmen of East Hampton, New York hardcover book by
Charles F. Hummel published in 1976, this one is missing the dust jacket but is very good overall.
475._____Three tool-related publications: Photocopy of a Edwin Preston tool catalog with paper covers stapled
together, very good; The Magazine Antiques, February 1948, missing the covers, good overall; and
CONSTANTINE’S WOOD FINISHING MANUAL, very good.
476._____Pair of books: The Cabinetmakers of America by Ethel Hall Bjerkoe, hardbound, some scuffing and
small tears to dust jacket, inside fine; and Directory of the HISTORIC CABINET WOODS by F. Lewis
Hinckley, hardbound, published in 1960, a few corner tears to dust jacket, inside fine.
477._____Original LUSSKY, WHITE & COOLIDGE, INC. CHICAGO, CABINET AND DRAPERY
HARDWARE Catalog K, also features tools including a very nice selection of Stanley planes and much
more, cover is well worn and separating from spine, inside is good.
478._____THE ULTIMATE BRACE A Unique Product of Victorian Sheffield hardbound book by Reg Eaton,
complete and fine.

479._____Diamond Edge DE7 22-inch cast iron jointer plane with tall knob, good glued repair to tote, nice
original tote, very good overall.
480._____Diamond Edge DE7C 22-inch cast iron jointer plane with corrugated sole, nice low knob and hard
rubber tote, fine overall.
481._____Diamond Edge DE5 iron jack plane made for the 50th or ?Golden? anniversary of the Shapleigh
Hardware Co. of St. Louis Mo. Has a gold background to the DE on the lever cap and a blued or
parkerized chip breaker, nice tall knob and wooden tote.
482._____Keen Kutter 9-inch smooth plane with plastic knob and tote, red painted bed, had Keen Kutter block &
wedge logo cast into lever cap, very good overall.
483._____Pair of Diamond Edge planes: DE4 with the hard rubber tote, and wooden knob, the tote his the front
portion of the base broken off, a good plane otherwise; and a DE103 with lever adjuster in the back,
very good.
484._____Small E. PRESTON brass plumb bob with removable top and steel tip, fine overall.
485._____Pair of hatchets: BRIDGE ST. LOUIS roofing hatchet, the head is chipped, nice hatchet blade, good
overall; and a SHAPLEIGH's roofing hatchet, with original handle, very good overall.
486._____Small brass plumb bob with removable top and steel tip, very good overall.
487._____Pair of hatchets: SHAPLEIGH's DIAMOND EDGE with original handle, very good; and a SIMMONS
camp hatchet, very good overall.
488._____Tiny MONUMENT BRAND brass plumb bob, with length of string wrapped around a brass ring, fine
overall.
489._____Unusual GENUINE PLUMB presentation hatchet marked H. SCHAFFER St Louis Mo. 1941,
very good overall; and an H.W. GELLERS E-Z CUTTER roofing hatchet head, needs new
handle and cutting edge re-ground.
490._____FAYETTE R. PLUMB meat cleaver marked HENRY HUSSMAN ST. LOUIS, MO. some pitting, and
has been hammered on top, good overall; and a SHAPLIEGH's KEEN KUTER roofing hatchet, very
good.
491._____Unusual SHAPLEIGH's roofing hatchet marked HARRY L. HUSSMANN has staple or nail
claws on both the side and the blade itself, very good overall. Hussmann has been in the
refrigeration business for many years but he started out in the meat and grocery business.
492._____Nice MOUND CITY CAST STEEL ST. LOUIS hatchet, fine overall.
493._____Pair of hatchets: WITTE HARDWARE CO. ST. LOUIS IXL camp hatchet, very good overall; plus a
KEEN KUTTER roofing hatchet with numerous chips on the hammer head.
494._____ADOLPHUS MEIER (ST. LOUIS) CAST STEEL WARRENTED broad axe, has ash handle with
worm tracks, very good.
495._____Chaplin's Patent try and center squares in nice owner-made wooden box with photocopy of a Standard
Tool Company price list, very good overall.
496._____Long handled goose-wing axe, blade has some heavy pitting, suitable for decorating.

497._____Large tinned tool box with hinged lid measures 19 X 9.5 X 12 1/2 inches, very good overall.
498._____Stanley #208 box of 1 1/4-inch level vials in original box packed in sawdust that was created by sawing
of the wood for the level stocks.
499._____Wooden chairmaker’s travisher with brass wear strip on bottom, very good overall, and a Stanley #91
double beam marking gauge, good overall.
500._____Traditional wooden framed buck saw, complete and very good.
501._____Stanley #101 mini block plane, early model with football shaped Rule & Level logo blade, very good
overall.
502._____Stanley #113 compass plane, complete but quite dirty, will clean to very good condition.
503._____Stanley #5 iron jack plane IOB, box is good, plane is used, a very good plane in a good box.
504._____SHAPLEIGH's (Hardware Co. St. Louis, MO) V1 7-inch iron block plane with original box, has the
beige colored knob, a fine plane in a very good box.
505._____Lot of four Diamond Edge DEX220 iron block planes, two missing levers from lever cap, two missing
knobs, with some work all can be returned to duty.
506._____Scarce Keen Kutter KK220 Marks Patent iron block plane, missing the cast nut at the end of the cutter
adjustment lever, good overall.
507._____Keen Kutter KK60 (Ohio Tool) low angle block plane, very good overall.
508._____SHAPLEIGH's 9-inch iron smoother with blue painted bed, appears to have been made by Belknap in
Louisville, has original sticker on lever cap, fine overall.
509._____GAGE TOOL CO. VINELAND, N.J. No. 4 transitional smooth plane, complete and very good overall.
510._____Stanley OH5 TWO-TONE iron jack plane with maroon bed and yellow chip breaker, complete and
fine.
511._____Nice jointers mallet.
512._____Burl carver’s mallet, very good overall.
513._____Large lot of assorted tools including wallpaper trimmers, burnisher, screwdrivers, etc.
514._____Lot: two wood taps; a combination plier, hatchet, tack lifter, screwdriver, MADE IN GERMANY;
keyhole saw with wooden handle; and an early plane blade with a crown logo.
515._____Lot of 13 assorted tool catalog reprints: 1909 William Marples & Sons; 1909 THE PRESTON
CATALOG; AXEX MATHIESON & SONS; BUCK & HICKMAN; Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Blacksmith Tools; Otto Young; V&B TOOLS; THE AMERICAN AXE TOOL CO.; HOOLE Machine
& Engraving WORKS; MILLERS FALLS 1887; FULTON TOOL CO.; BUCK BROS., etc.
516._____Lot: big brass triangle; two outside calipers; cloth tape measure, nail set; two broken zig zag rules,
several pinch dogs, and a blade that looks like it belongs on a garden tractor or cultivator.
517._____Lot: fifteen assorted lathe turning tools, two needing handles; claw hammer and file.

518._____Lot: Seven assorted screwdrivers; two hammers; file; packet of trowel blades; small pry bar; and 10inch screw adjusting pipe wrench, and bag of 8 rubber can tips or pieces that go in the bottom of table
legs..
519._____Lot: three carpet knives; Goodell-Pratt push drill; ARMSTRONG's FELT BASE AND ??? KNIFE,
simple socket set in tin case; scissors; etc.
520._____Lot: Starrett caliper/divider combination tool with interchangeable legs, very good; small outside
caliper; leather top handle for machinist box, rubber mallet, deck scraper, very good.
521._____Stanley #4C iron smooth plane 1920s vintage.
522._____Goodell-Pratt hand drill.
523._____Ratchet Brace, hack saw; calking gun, Imperial knife, mallet, coping saw, etc.
524._____Carpenter's day box or tool box that would have been carried to the job site every day. Has a tray in the
top and misc. tools inside.
525._____Stanley #6 iron fore plane, some rust, very good overall.
526._____Military-type knife with leather sheath.
527._____Disston D8 24-inch 10ppi hand saw, top handle horn missing; and unknown make 26-inch 7ppi rip
saw, very good overall.
528._____I. TAYLOR 14-inch steel backed saw, very good.
529._____Bishop B80 22-inch panel saw, very good etch, very good overall, has former owner F. LEIMKR
(LEIMKUEHLER), fine overall.
530._____RICHARDSON R8 26-inch 7ppi blade, fine etch, very good overall.
531._____WHEELER MADDEN & CLEMSON No. 27 26-inch hand saw with interesting and very good
etching, distinctive handle with patent date, very good overall.
532._____Two butt chisels.
533._____WISS 14-inch tin snips, fine.
534._____PENN. SAW CORP. No. 185, 10-inch dovetail saw, nice etch, very good.
535._____UNION 8-inch hack saw frame; and a Millers Falls #1275.
536._____Two early keyhole saws including one with fish-tail handle and split nuts and one with adjustable
handle; and a WHEELER MADDEN & CLEMSON blade from a wooden framed saw.
537._____Wooden carpenters tool chest with two sliding trays and storage for saw in the drop down lid, very
good overall.
538._____Nice wooden tool chest 17 x 10 1/2 x 6-inch with brass corners and drop down lid, has two sliding
trays inside.
539._____Wooden box with small GE vacuum cleaner for cleaning off the work bench and an electric sander.
540._____Lot: Wood rasp, curved rasp with plane-like handles; and a body dolly for hammering dents out of an
automobile.

541._____Large lot of wooden auger bits most by RUSSELL JENNINGS, three adjustable augers, several twist
drill bits and a medium to small sized bitstock dowel pointer. About 42 pieces in all.
542._____Lot: Chisels, gouges, and turning tools; including a nice Sheffield pig sticker mortising chisel, seven
pieces in all.
543._____Lot: Stanley 8-inch sliding bevel with rosewood handle, has new pivot bolt, good overall; unknown
make hacksaw; two Stanley try squares one with chipped handle.
544._____Lot: UNION HDWE hatchet, very good; unusual roofing hatchet, very good; two ball peen hammers,
and a cross peen hand sledge.
545._____Pair of drawknives: 9-inch GREENLEE, very good; and a WATROSS Patent with rotating handles,
very good.
546._____Tool Chest 6 1/4 x 13 x 24 1/2-inch with drop down panel, has brass corners, very good overall.
547._____W.G. Avery Patent sliding bevel with 9-inch blade, light rust, will clean to very good.
548._____Lot of 14 assorted bench and block plane blades.
549._____Four hammers: two BLUE POINT body hammers; unknown make upholstery hammer; and a like new
COLLINS LEGITIUMUS prospectors hammer with some of the original decal on the handle.
550._____Lot: 24 assorted square shanked wood auger bits; several twist drill bits and a twist drill be with the
biggest square shank we have seen on a bit.
551._____Three levels: 24-inch GOODELL-PRATT plumb & level, complete and very good; unknown make 18inch level with long brass top plate; and a cheap 12-inch.
552._____Lot: two wooden marking gages; heavy duty scraper made from an old file; and a wire brush; large
cold chisel; crow bar, and wire coping saw frame.
553._____Lot: Seven wooden chisels handles; eight files; large turning gouge made from a file; long handled
gouge with big chip at cutting edge; and a tiny little mortising chisel with Sheffield mark, plus four
steel ferrules for chisels handles.
554._____UNION HDWE hatchet, very good, and an unusual roofing hatchet, also very good.
555._____Lot: bullnose rabbet plane blade; three pair of dividers and a pair of outside calipers.
556._____Lot of 14 assorted chisels.
557._____Lot: adjustable square; pruning shears; Cronk-type pliers; several assorted nut wrenches; a YANKEE
131A screwdriver, missing the selector switch, etc.
558._____Lot: Craftsman 30B steel square; two carpet knives; nail set, wooden clamp with broken screw; chisel
for air hammer; wooden dowels and a cast iron plumb bob.
559._____MACKLANBURG-DUNCIN CO. OKLA. CITY, OKLA, little level with aluminum body, fine overall.
560._____Miniature crescent-wrench keychain and a small pair of pliers that likely also came with a key chain
but is now without.
561._____Carpenters tool chest 7 1/2 X 14 X 30-inch with drop down lid, has one tray at the top, has cutout in lid
for the steel framing square.

562._____Cloth roll with 38 assorted bitstock tools including gimlet bits; countersinks; spade bits, reamer; etc.
563._____Set of seven Dwight French & Co. plow plane blades or irons, all in a fitted roll. A fine set overall.
This set was sold in the Oct. 21, 2006 Brown Auction Services Auction as lot #188.
564._____Twenty-two assorted square shanked wood auger bits in a nice cloth roll.
565._____Lot of 16 assorted Sandusky and Ohio Tool Co. plow plane blades or irons, most are in usable or easily
restorable condition.
566._____Lot of assorted bitstock tools.
567._____Lot of 20 taps all found inside a box that had a tag IDing them as “blacksmith taps.” One is broken, the
others look good to very good.
568._____Two sets of plastic drawers for sorting small parts, nuts & bolts, nails etc.
569._____Three tool books or catalogs: EARLY AMERICAN TOOLS, well worn; TOOLS of the
SILVERSMITH FROM DIDEROT prepared for the Meeting of the Early Trades & Crafts Society Nov.
28, 1972, very good; and The Antiquarian Scientist Old/Rare Books and Instruments of Science, very
good.
570._____L'OUTIL. DIALOGUE DE L'HOMME AVEC LA MATIERE by Albert De Visscher, hardbound
book, published in 1969 by Feller/Tourret with 113 color plates, a very small tears to dust jacket, book
is fine.
571._____Two books: The Story of the Pump and Its Relatives by Bernard M. Eubanks, paper covers, complete
and fine; and The Garrett Wade Book of Woodworking Tools by Garry Chinn and John Sainsbury,
complete and fine.
572._____The Antique TOOL COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO VALUE by Ronald S. Barlow, complete and very
good.

THE END.
NOTE: A 12 percent buyer's premium will be charged at this and all of our sales unless otherwise noted.
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